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Class Descriptions: 

Pound: Channel your inner rockstar with this full-body cardio jam session, inspires by 

drumming.   Using Ripstix, lightly weighted exercise drumsticks, torch calories and tone 

while rocking out to your favorite music! 

Total Body Conditioning: Take the challenge and cross-train for improved overall fitness. A mix of cardio, step, 

kickboxing and weights will train and tone your whole body and improve your stamina. 

Spinning®: Whether you are a beginner or a skilled athlete, you will start at the same place and successfully com-

plete a 40 minute workout. Research indicates that on average, participants burn about 400–500 calories in a 40-

minute workout.  Fantastic way to improve cardiovascular, health, stamina, and leg strength all while 

controlling your own resistance and pace on your bike. The heart (actually a muscle) is worked and the 

lungs increase their capacity over time. 

Stretch: Classes include a variety of movements that help stretch flex, strengthen and balance your 

whole body—with a short relaxation session at the end.  Focuses on improving flexibility through proper 

stretching techniques and includes low risk of injury, improved range of motion and reduced lower back discomfort. 

Silver Sneakers: Muscular Strength & Range of Movement is the core class of Silver Sneakers Fitness Program. 

Strength and range movement benefits are the focus of this creative multi-level conditioning exercise class. 

Quick Fit: Aerobic Exercise Class that changes daily with various workouts.  We will workout your entire body,  and 

never let your body get used to one routine.  Targeting a different muscle area everyday 

with cardiovascular workouts   intertwined, you will work your entire body.  The cardio will 

help with improved heart health, increased metabolism, and improve your ability to  recover 

faster. 

Yoga: Offers a truly unique yoga practice that's accessible more than traditional. Set to music, it will  strengthen, 

balance, detoxify, exhilarate the body and mind and will have you moving, breathing and sweating. 

Pilates:  A method of body conditioning based on using positioning and gravity to work the 

muscles. We focus first on developing strength through the core of the body--the back, abdo-

men and hips.  The goal of Pilates is overall body fitness,  elongated supple muscles, and 

balance between body and mind, with all the parts of a person working as a whole. 

PiYo: PiYo combines the muscle-sculpting, core-firming benefits of Pilates with the strength and flexibility advantages 

of yoga. And, we crank up the speed to deliver a true fat-burning, low-impact workout that leaves your body looking 

long, lean, and incredibly defined.  



 

Fitness Schedule—Winter 2017 

Start 
Time 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

5:15—6:00 
AM 

Total Body Total Body Total Body Total Body     
ConditioningConditioningConditioningConditioning    

    
Total Body Total Body Total Body Total Body     
ConditioningConditioningConditioningConditioning    

Total Body Total Body Total Body Total Body     
ConditioningConditioningConditioningConditioning    

    

5:45-6:30 
AM 

SpinningSpinningSpinningSpinning    SpinningSpinningSpinningSpinning    SpinningSpinningSpinningSpinning    SpinningSpinningSpinningSpinning    SpinningSpinningSpinningSpinning    

8:30-9:15 
AM 

 
    SpinningSpinningSpinningSpinning        SpinningSpinningSpinningSpinning        

9:00-10:00 
AM 

StretchStretchStretchStretch    Silver SneakersSilver SneakersSilver SneakersSilver Sneakers    StretchStretchStretchStretch    Silver SneakersSilver SneakersSilver SneakersSilver Sneakers    StretchStretchStretchStretch    

11:45-12:30 
AM 

SpinningSpinningSpinningSpinning        SpinningSpinningSpinningSpinning            

12:15-12:45 
PM 

Quick FitQuick FitQuick FitQuick Fit    Quick FitQuick FitQuick FitQuick Fit    PiYoPiYoPiYoPiYo    PoundPoundPoundPound        

5:45-6:45 
PM 

Pound &     Pound &     Pound &     Pound &     
SpinningSpinningSpinningSpinning    

Spinning & Spinning & Spinning & Spinning &     
YogaYogaYogaYoga    

    

                                                                                
Spinning & Spinning & Spinning & Spinning &     
Yoga Yoga Yoga Yoga     
    

    

10:15-11:15 
AM 

    PilatesPilatesPilatesPilates        PilatesPilatesPilatesPilates        

** Please note schedule is subject to change** 

Classes are FREE with Classes are FREE with Classes are FREE with Classes are FREE with 
membership!!membership!!membership!!membership!!    

 

Non-Members:  
 $5 drop in fee or 

$40 monthly class specific pass 
    

*Specialty Classes**Specialty Classes**Specialty Classes**Specialty Classes*    
 

Spinning Class Fees:  
$5/class  or 

Unlimited monthly passes: 
$25/month for members 

$50/month for non-members 
First time cyclers must arrive            
10 minutes early to class for        
bike setup and introductions. 
Bring a Water Bottle!! 

**Spinning bikes  are only available 
during class time,**                          
NO EXCEPTIONS! 

 
Saturday Morning Classes:Saturday Morning Classes:Saturday Morning Classes:Saturday Morning Classes:    

November - March  there will be a 
rotating schedule  for an                   

8 am fitness class, schedule will be 
posted during those months. 

Fitness Class  
Information 
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